This paper describes a flexible stereo verification system, STEREOSYS, and its application to the analysis of high resolution aerial photography. Stereo verification refers to the verification of hypotheses about a scene by stereo analysis of the scene. Unlike stereo interpretation, stereo verification requires only coarse indications of three-dimensional structure. In the case of aerial photography, this means coarse indications of the heights of objects above their surroundings. This requirement, together with requirements for robustness and for dense height measurements, shape the decision about the stereo system to use. This paper discusses these design issues and details the results of an implementation. 
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Introduction
This paper describes a flexible stereo verification system, STI0R.I0OSYS, and its application to the analysis of high resolution aerial photography. Stereo verification refers to the verification of hypotheses about a scene by stereo analysis of the scene. Unlike stereo interpretation, stereo verification requires only coarse indications of threedimensional structure. In the case of aerial photography, this means coarse indications of the heights of objects above their surroundings. This requirement, together with requirements for robustness and for dense height measurements, have shaped the decision about the stereo system to use.
In this research we have attempted to address stereo analysis in a very unconstrained environment. Rather than simply focusing on isolated image analysis where stereo pairs are carefully controlled, we have constructed a system that can automatically perform matching and analysis using arbitrarily selected images. We are motivated by the observation that if knowledge-based image understanding systems are to begin to perform analysis tasks at a level of performance required for mapping and photo interpretation, they must be able to accommodate a much broader range of task uncertainty and complexity than has been previously demonstrated in any research or development system.
Stereo verification deals with a variety of problems that are not ordinarily present in
isolated experiments with stereo matching and analysis:
• The selection of an appropriate conjugate image pair from a database of overlapping images based on criteria that will maximize the likelihood for good correspondence.
• The image pairs must be dynamically resampled such that the epipolar assumption (ie., epipolars are scan lines) used in most stereo matching algorithms can be applied.
• The size of the areas to be matched varies greatly; the system design must be flexible and general.
• An initial coarse registration step is necessary because the quality of the correspondence between conjugate pairs varies greatly. In many cases the 1 magnitude of the initial misregistration is greater than the expected disparity shift.
• In addition to producing a depth map image, the system must analyze the stereo results and generate a symbolic description that provides an estimate of the actual height of the region in question, and the confidence of that estimate.
These requirements, in turn, raise a set of broader research issues:
1.
How can an aerial image database be used to automatically generate a useful stereo pair containing an arbitrary region?
2.
How can a stereo system handle the misregistration problems inherent in variable sourced image databases?
3.
What kind of stereo results are appropriate for use in a verification process?
4.
How can stereo results be analyzed so as to reflect not only the presence (or absence) of height but also the inherent reliability of the results?
The results of this research indicate that image/map database issues in stereo verification influence the utility of such an approach as much as the underlying stereo matching algorithm. In fact, they are intimately related. Current stereo matching algorithms require nearly perfectly aligned conjugate images, a situation that is unlikely to occur in outside of the laboratory. We believe that the ability to dynamically select conjugate image pairs from a database based upon the region of interest and knowledge of the requirements of the matching algorithm is required for a fully automated image analysis system. Our results also indicate that stereo analysis can function as a very powerful discriminator in an image understanding system without having to perform shape reconstruction. That is, coarse estimates of height, coupled with confidence in those estimates, can greatly constrain search during image interpretation.
This paper discusses these broader research issues as well as providing the reader with lalysis of the results of our experimentation and details of the actual implementation.
Stereo Verification in SPAM
STEREOSYS was developed as a knowledge source for SPAM 1 , a rule-based system that uses knowledge from a variety of sources to interpret airport scenes in aerial imagery.
Many of the requirements for flexibility in a stereo system arise directly from the fact that STEREOSYS must interact in a larger context, that of the image understanding system. As we move from isolated computer vision experiments to system integration, the performance of particular components must be evaluated within the constraints and context of the overall system. SPAM manages and invokes various specialized low-level image analysis processes that allow it to gather information about regions in the image.
These processes include texture analysis, feature alignment and grouping 2 , and depth cue generation. SPAM has developed .along two lines:
• The addition and refinement of knowledge about airports and procedures for recognition and matching of image-based descriptions to the airport scene model.
• The addition and refinement of low-level image processes that support the SPAM control structures by providing primitive intermediate-level scene descriptions.
STEREOSYS falls into the latter category as it uses stereo to generate a depth map (disparity image) description given a hypothesis region in the image. The role of STEREOSYS in the overall system is to verify hypotheses such as terminal building, access road, tarmac, parking apron, and hangar by measuring the amount of disparity within a hypothesis region and thereby estimating the likelihood that the region is above or at the ground plane. Further, if the region is deemed to be mostly above the ground, STEREOSYS provides a coarse estimate of the absolute height above the ground. One may contrast this with methods for stereo reconstruction that use feature matching or segment-based techniques: STEREOSYS does not attempt to construct a precise three-dimensional model of the feature within the scene. For the tasks that SPAM requires, for example, the verification of a hangar hypothesis, it is not as important to determine the shape of the roof as much as to reliably determine whether a roof of some type is present. The issue of robustness and reliability in aerial image interpretation is of principal importance since most of the hypotheses generated by the system will not correspond to features in the scene having significant height. Therefore, the ability to refute incorrect hypotheses such as hangar and terminal building by determining there is no apparent height as well as to reliably confirm 'no height' hypotheses in areas such as tarmac and parking aprons puts performance expectations on the stereo system that transcend simple stereo matching.
SPAM invokes STERICOSYS as a result of recognizing one of two situations. First, as a part of low-level information gathering, we might want to test every region generated by 3 the segmentation system' having certain shape and size properties to determine whether it has significant height above the ground plane. Second, as a part of high-level disambiguation, there are a variety of cases where spatial constraints derived from the rule-based airport model are unable to distinguish between two competing hypotheses.
For example, assume SPAM has found a conflict between two interpretations, "terminal building" and "parking lot". Spatial knowledge would allow these hypotheses to occupy similar spots in the overall scene for a wide variety of airports and, therefore, would not be able alone to resolve the conflict. Another common example are compact two-dimensional regions, such as runup pads and the roofs of maintenance buildings. Shape and size metrics such as compactness and area provide only weak cues in this situation. SPAM specifically recognizes situations where competing hypotheses involve features that can be disambiguated based upon knowledge of their height relative to their surroundings. Since we may often be looking at regions that are primarily at the ground plane, the ability to reliably determine that there is no apparent height difference between the region and its neighborhood is equally important.
In either case, the stereo verification process can be characterized as follows:
1. Given a region Rl within a geographic area Al from image /1, find an appropriate second image 72 that contains a geographic area A2 that is the same as geographic area Al. STEREOSYS has access to a database of images 4 5 through primitives provided by the MAPS system ' .
2. Image fragments Al and A2 are rectified (warped) and registered (shifted/rotated) into a stereo pair of overlaying geographic rectangles Wl and
№.
3. The W\-W7 s t ereo pair is processed and t he resul t is analyzed in order t o compute confidence values t ha t measure t he heigh t of AM relat ive t o i t s surroundings along wit h t he system's overall confidence in t he st ereo result .
Figure 2-1: S t ereo Verificat ion
In t he remainder of t his paper we will discuss t he s t ereo ma t ching algori t hm, how STEREOSYS uses t his algori t hm t o perform s t ereo verifica t ion, and some experimen t al results t hat illust rat e t he st rengt h of t his t echnique as well as some of t he more int erest ing pragmatic problems encount ered in complex aerial imagery. Sec t ion 3 describes t he basic stereo ma t ching process used by STEREOSYS. Sec t ion 4 gives t he sequence of s t eps necessary t o apply t he s t ereo algori t hm t o an arbi t rarily selec t ed region of an image.
Section 5 shows examples of preliminary experiment s wit h SI; the effect s of good and poor initial correspondence est imat es, t he effect of t he fine regist rat ion .st ep on t he subsequen t matching, and t he evaluat ion of STEREOSYS over many t est regions. Sec t ion 6 overviews the strengths and limit at ions of t his work, and suggest s fut ure research direct ions.
3-The Stereo Process
STKK.U0SYS uses a stereo matching program, SI, described in detail elsewhere*'. In this Section we will review this stereo matching algorithm. SI produces a disparity image (map) that is registered to the Left stereo pair image and whose pixel values indicate the film plane displacement of matched points in the stereo pair. The disparity value is in one-to-one correspondence with distance, or depth, from the camera and therefore indicates relative height in vertical aerial photography. The process, in effect, correlates neighborhoods about every pixel, but uses the method of differences to avoid costly exhaustive searches.
Method of Differences
Let / (x,y) and I 2 {x,y) denote the two images of a stereo pair, and let h(x,y) denote the between the correct disparity value and our initial estimate is the amount by which the stereo process must correct the disparity in going from h Q to Initially this difference will be relatively large because the uniform disparity estimate is not particularly accurate.
Because of this, the method of differences requires that we start out with smoothed images to accommodate these large differences. As the disparity estimate h k improves, we can use less smoothed images because the error between and 7z decreases.
Suppose we have computed a disparity map that is, we estimate that the point (x,y) in but we get better results by combining many such estimates from each point in the neighborhood of (x,y) using a least squares technique, and then minimizing. In any case, the estimate based on derivatives is valid only over a range around x+ h on the order of the size of the averaging window that has been used to smooth the image. But to be useful we require that this estimate be accurate over a range of at least 5, the discrepancy between the actual disparity and our disparity estimate. Thus because the initial disparity error is large, we must start with relatively smoothed images. For example, some of our images require an adjustment on the order of 15 pixels between the initial disparity estimate and the actual disparity, and so STEREOSYS begins with 32 by 32 smoothing windows.
Some Pragmatic Issues in Stereo Matching
SI is also capable of computing a global registration shift between a stereo image pair, also by the method of differences. interesting areas , edges ' or other extracted features . Limiting a stereo procedure to matching extracted image features makes the process sensitive to the extraction technique and its associated thresholds. Since SPAM will be using a stereo process over a wide range of images and regions, such extraction thresholds should be avoided wherever possible.
Another issue in the selection of SI for use by SPAM has to do with the fact that SPAM is not using stereo to recognize objects or build conceptual models from the stereo results.
SPAM simply wants to know if the region of interest has height relative to its surroundings.
A dense disparity image registered to the image containing the region of interest is an ideal source of data for the analysis necessary to do simple height verification. Almost all other stereo processes we are aware of produce sparse disparity results designed for purposes other than verification. Work by Panton and Henderson provide possible exceptions.
In summary, unlike many other stereo processes, SI is not overly reliant on perfectly registered stereo pairs taken simultaneously by well parameterized cameras, nor does it require threshold tweaking to accommodate matching of edges or vertices. It produces an easily analyzed dense disparity image. SI was chosen for use in stereo verification because these properties coincide well with the aerial image analysis domain that SPAM addresses.
Using Stereo Verification with an Aerial Image Database
Certain steps are necessary for a stereo process to work automatically as a verification procedure in association with a database of aerial imagery. A block diagram is given in 
Run the Stereo Process:
Apply some stereo matching process (eg., Si).
Analyze the Results:
Analyze the stereo results in order to verify if the region of interest has height relative to its surroundings.
The STEREOSYS process is initiated by SPAM with parameters identifying the region of interest, the database image that is being interpreted and contains the region, and an estimated height range (0-5 meters, 0-15 meters, 10-20 meters, etc) for the region.
Using the identity of the region of interest, STEREOSYS extracts the region's centroid, its boundary point list and an associated minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) from the MAPS database. This data is used in determining alternate imagery coverage, in extracting the stereo pair, and in analyzing the stereo results.
The MAPS database is used to produce an unsorted list of images, called a coverage file.
Each image in the coverage file contains the region of interest.
The image being The estimated height is used to select a disparity range that affects the contrast of the disparity image produced by the SI algorithm. The resulting disparity image is quantized to 256 disparity levels. If this range is set too large, the disparity image will lack contrast and will be more difficult to analyze. If it is set too small, extremely large height disparities will occur outside the image range and will effectively be invisible. In other words, the initial disparity range determines the scaling of measured disparity into the disparity image. As in any linear scaling operation, one would like to utilize the full dynamic range of the output image while avoiding clipping at either end of the range. The selection of the disparity range constitutes the only external parameterization necessary in the implemented process. Our experience has shown that the disparity range need only be within a set of rather broad values to obtain useful results. For now, we use only three pre-selected ranges. Since SPAM actually selects the disparity range based on its region hypothesis, there is potential to add ranges to accommodate additional hypothesis types or to run the stereo process over a set of disparity ranges.
Alternate Coverage
Analysis of Results
/
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The following Sections will discuss these procedural steps in more detail and describe how STEREOSYS implements them. Some details are specific to the SI matching algorithm used by STEREOSYS but are mentioned so that the reader may better understand our results.
Select Coverage
Each image in the coverage file contains the region of interest. The interpretation image is used to create the Left stereo pair image since the SI disparity image result overlays the Left image and, as will be seen, since there is no guarantee that the stereo image extracted from the alternate image will be properly registered to the region. The coverage file is* used to select the database image from which the Right stereo pair image will be extracted.
However, in most cases, the coverage file lists several images that contain the region in Other issues such as the source of the image, its recency, the processing and digitization history can enter into the selection of the images used to produce the stereo pair. For our purposes, STEREOSYS sorts the coverage file into a best stereo coverage order with respect to the hypothesis region's originating image as follows:
• Same Mission images (sorted by nadir distance)
• Same Scale images (sorted by nadir distance)
• All Other images (sorted by nadir distance)
The first image in the sorted coverage file best satisfies these criteria and is used to create the Right image.
Extract the Stereo Pair
The extraction of the stereo pair images is not a simple subimage cropping procedure.
Like almost all stereo algorithms, SI assumes image scanlines in the stereo pair are stereo epipolar lines. Without rotation this will not be the case with the selected Left and Right images. Photographic mission flight lines need not align with image digitization scanlines and, even if they did, sometimes the best coverage is found across mission flight lines or even from separate missions. For these reasons, a baseline orientation between the stereo pair is calculated so that the pair can be rotated to properly align the scanlines to meet the epipolar constraint.
However, this necessary rotation doesn't correct for distortions due to non-parallel camera axes. Even if the stereo process is sophisticated enough to account for large amounts of perspective distortions, chances are it will not be able to account for these distortions after they have been rotated. Therefore, the stereo pair Left-Right images are extracted through an orthographic rectification process before they are rotated. This method of subimage extraction removes perspective distortions by warping the subimage into a rectangular geographic box as well as establishing a common orientation for the image scanlines.
Several issues are considered in determining the size of the image area to be extracted.
First, the area must contain the region's MBR plus a portion of the surrounding area since the SI stereo results will only contain relative height information.
In addition, the extracted area must be large enough so that the region of interest is contained in a rectangular sub-image cropped from the rotated image.
Specifically, to produce the necessary stereo pair, STEREOSYS extracts orthographically rectified areas identified as North-South oriented geographic rectangles by sub-pixel 13 interpolation . The corners of the extraction rectangle are calculated as a function of the region's centroid, the region's MBR, the Left-Right image scales, and the rotation necessary to make the extracted image East-West scan lines align with the baseline between the database coverage images.
Register the Stereo Pair
As mentioned in Section 3, SI is capable of determining a global disparity or offset between stereo pairs. Using this SI capability, the initially extracted stereo pair images are repeatedly processed by SI to determine horizontal and vertical offset between the Left and Right images. With each pass over the image pair, SI calculates a global offest value between the images. The process is repeated and the offset compounds until the offset stabilizes or begins to oscillate. Calculation of the registration offset is necessary because geodetic position correspondence control between images stored in the MAPS database is not sufficiently accurate to guarantee that the extracted Right image will overlay the Left image within the tolerances over which SI can perform effective matching. As mentioned earlier, in many cases the initial registration errors may range from 5 to 30 pixels while the disparity shift is generally smaller than 10 pixels.
One can view the stereo matching process as first applying a coarse registration, followed by the actual calculation of disparity. It is interesting to note that the same technique, method of differences, appears to be effective for both global registration and local matching. A possible alternative to this registration step would be the additibn of sufficient ground control to assure that images in the MAPS database could be registered within acceptable tolerances of 2 to 4 pixels. However, given that the ground sample distance for many of the images is approximately one meter, and that MAPS contains a wide variety of imagery with difference ground scales, projections, from multiple sources, it is unlikely that one would be able to totally eliminate the initial registration error. The calculated registration offset is then used to extract the Right image for a second time. The orthographic extraction process is given a new geographic box that has been translated by the calculated offset. In this way, the new Right image will be more nearly registered to the Left image than if we had simply translated the original Right image.
Originally we felt the offset could be handled entirely within the SI stereo process and that resampling the Right image would be unnecessary. Experimentation showed this not to be the case, but since the internal offset capability was already added to SI, it is still in use.
That is, even though we calculate an image offset and resample the Right image for a second time, we still later calculate any remaining offset between the Left and resampled Right images and use that value within the stereo process itself.
If necessary, the resulting Left-Right stereo pair images are rotated. The SI stereo process assumes that scanlines are stereo epipolar lines. Until this point the stereo pair scanlines were East-West. Earlier a rotation value was calculated for use in determining the size of the extraction area. The rotation value is the amount the images must be rotated to make the epipolar lines become scanlines and assure that the Left-Right pair create a positive stereo image (ie. tall objects shift inward). The rotation value is the baseline orientation that was calculated earlier as the angle at the geographic center of the original image between East and the line to the alternate image geographic center. After rotation, the appropriate subimage rectangle of real data is cropped from the rotated image since the rotation leaves four right triangles of non-data at the corners.
Run the Stereo Process
At this point all constraints required by the SI algorithm on the stereo pair have been met. The following few comments concern the specific use of the SI process.
The Left-Right stereo pair images are repeatedly smoothed to form the coarse-fine hierarchy of images used by SI. As in Section 4.3, SI again calculates a global registration offset value between the original Left image and the resampled Right image. This global offset is used internally by SI during its calculation of the disparity image. The disparity image result is saved for analysis upon completion of the SI disparity process.
Analyze the Results
In general the methods used in analyzing stereo results will depend on the stereo process used, the sensing method, and the type of disparity map produced by the process.
Generally, one can characterize stereo matching results as one of the following:
• point correspondence(s)
• sparse depth map The first measure describes the overall confidence that can be placed on the stereo results. The disparity image results can vary from excellent to useless due to limits in correcting for misregistration and from noise caused by nondescript areas (Section 5.1).
The confidence in the result is calculated as an empirically weighted sum of the mean difference and standard deviations.
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The D term is further influenced by the disparity image contrast which is related to the disparity range. A very small range can decrease this term by an empirical factor of 0. Confidence values (2-4) measure whether the region of interest was found to fall in one of three disparity or height ranges, provided by SPAM. These measures are relative to the hypothesized disparity range, rather than absolute statements about the regions height. 
Experimental Results
This Section presents results produced by STEREOSYS that illustrate several of the important issues encountered during system development. We also amplify comments made in previous Sections concerning issues of registration, disparity estimates and automating the overall stereo process. Section 5.1 describes typical SI results before minor revisions were made to the matching algorithm and STEREOSYS was implemented. Section 
Preliminary SI Experiments
Before trying to build a stereo verification system using SI, we experimented with the overall process in order to get a feel for how SI might perform with MAPS images. Several issues arose: how to automatically set Si's initial disparity range values; deciding on modifications to provide the flexibility necessary to accommodate SPAM's requirements for a verification process; and how to analyze SI results. These first experiments were performed on stereo pair images registered by hand and extracted from the database using • Boundary edge effects show up as errors all around the disparity image. These effects are caused by lack of data outside the image and have been alleviated somewhat in the modified versions of SI.
• Stereo aliasing effects probably caused the problem with the curved hanger roof in the lower left corner. The white area in the roof indicates a concave section where none exists.
• Temporal changes in the stereo pair images can cause unpredictable results.
An example is the white area along the right side caused by the moving truck. shows no significant height for any image region but again illustrates the problems with large nondescript areas and edge effects. Note also that the edge effects are propagated into nondescript areas. The statistical analysis method described in Section 4.5 was chosen partially because of its ability to recognize these situations as not being a significant indication of elevation.
Registration Problem and Solution
The results of the previous Section were produced from stereo pairs that were registered by hand. That is, the identification of the extraction areas was not done automatically and any misregistration in the stereo pair was kept to less than two pixels. This can be contrast with the 6 to 15 pixel disparities we normally experienced in the images used of Through experimentation it was found that the SI process could sometimes produce fair results if the stereo pair was up to 6 pixels misregistered, but this was found to be far too restrictive for automatic purposes since the MAPS correspondence between database images can be off by as much as 30 pixels or more in areas with little ground control. 
Analysis of Results
If the reader looked carefully at the stereo pair used in the last Section she might have noticed that the pair forms a negative stereo image. That is, objects with height lean away from one another and, if viewed in stereo, would form a reversed stereo image. In such an image buildings would appear to go down into the ground. To correct this, either 
Fully Automatic Use
One important objective for STEREOSYS was that it be flexible enough to work reliably with all sorts of regions and in concert with SPAM. To test STEREOSYS against these goals, SPAM was given access to STEREOSYS for the purpose of stereo verification while trying to interpret the Washington D.C National Airport area. STEREOSYS was called upon to give a verification analysis of 70 regions. Table 5 Close examination of Table 5 -1 reveals that as the Result confidence decreases height confidences tends to move toward Low. This is because disparity images with low Result confidences are random noisy messes which cause the mean values for the areas within and without the region of interest to become nearly equal. The heuristics calculating height confidences rely mostly on the difference in these means; no difference indicates no height.
The very few cases where poor results cause confidence in the region being tall happen when the region of interest is very small and happens to lie on a random dark area of the disparity image. Table 5 -2 summarizes the test by categorizing result confidence values. This data primarily reflects how often the system was able to properly register the stereo pair.
Result confidences of over 0.6 (out of 1.0) reflect good registration. Result confidences below 0.4 reflect cases where the system was probably unable to determine the shifts necessary to bring the stereo pair into registration. Values 0.4 -0.6 can be caused by areas cluttered with high objects, highly nondescript areas or registration problems. Poor results due to bad registration can be alleviated through the addition of correspondence control between data base images. The remaining problems like nondescript areas and moving objects are inherent in the stereo process itself and are not dealt with in this work. Table 5 -2 also summarizes how well the confidence results agreed with human height evaluation for the regions being verified. For the purposes of this evaluation a "winner take all" strategy is used. That is, the height confidence range having the highest confidence was deemed to be the height assigned to the region by STEREOSYS. The careful reader will notice that the "% Human Agreement" value in Table 4 Table 5 -7 indicates that STEREOSYS performs well with objects having height. One initial concern with the SI stereo process is that often, when it is initiated with too small a disparity range, the SI method will not converge to a useful result. This could be the case when SPAM hypothesizes an object with no height and in reality the object has significant height. To lessen the chance of this problem occurring we tried to be generous in the size of our three standard height ranges. In the one case where this situation actually occurred, what disparity range SI will use. In this case it was set to 10-inf because SPAM thought R37 might be a hanger which is usually 10 or more meters high.
• B: The database is used to find the boundary list file and centroid for R37.
• C: Again the database is used to create an unsorted ".ec" coverage file of images containing R37.
• D: The coverage file is sorted; the best images are selected; and the extraction regions are calculated. Notice that since the rotation value is so near zero the later rotation steps are skipped over and replaced by simple UNIX moves (mv).
• E: The Ortho process extracts an orthographically rectified stereo pair.
• F: SI is invoked to calculate any misregistration between the pair. The calculated offset is not shown in the trace, but for this particular region it was 13 pixels vertically and 14 pixels horizontally.
• G: Ortho is called to extract a new Right image based on the calculated offset.
• H: SI is again invoked to calculate any remaining offset and produce a disparity image.
• I: The boundary list for R37 is warped, or rectified, to overlay the Left image extraction area. The result is a ".seg" file which is converted to a bitmap. These particular results are interesting in that SPAM sent R37 to STEREOSYS with a current hypothesis that R37 was a hanger but got back a fairly confident indication that there was no appreciable height present. That is, the result confidence was 0.66 with a 0.57 confidence that R37 had little to no height. Figure 5 -11 shows R37's originally extracted stereo pair, the disparity result and region bitmap.
Conclusions
We believe that using height information in verification of aerial image analysis is an important approach and that the genef al stereo verification steps of Section 4 are minimal and applicable to all image analysis supported by an image database. In this context, our work with STEREOSYS has explored the pertinent issues and found viable solutions to the following important questions: If one defines stereo verification, as we do, to be a process whose purpose is to give a simple indication of the depth of one region in an image relative to the rest of the image, then stereo verification can be seen to be applicable to any domain where the identification of regions with significant differences in depth is important. For example, stereo verification could be useful for collision avoidance in mobile robotics or for the initial locating of tall objects in aerial photographs. This is especially true if an emphasis is placed on the use of fast and flexible processes. STEREOSYS has shown itself to be flexible but lacking in speed primarily due to the necessity for subimage rectification during the extraction of the stereo pair images. The registration step, needed to determine the offset in the originally extracted pair, is also time consuming . However, we believe stereo verification can be done far more efficiently and, if so, can greatly benefit aerial analysis and other domains.
Many different approaches to performing passive photographic stereo have been 1 ft studied and several have been implemented but few have been incorporated into systems that accomplish anything useful beyond producing pretty results if given a tightly controlled stereo pair. Flexible stereo verification is a useful application of stereo processes. Our work has outlined the general process of stereo verification and has studied how one stereo process, SI, can do useful verification work. We believe that one immediate direction of study in stereo verification should be in the testing of other known stereo
• Approximate time for each experiment is about 20 cpu minutes using a VAX n/780 under UNIX
